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Abstract

Intertemporal budget policies are assessed in an endogenous growth model with nominal
assets. The paper provides relative rankings of policies and policy instruments in terms of the
tax liabilities of the private sector necessary to guarantee intertemporal government budget
solvency and in terms of the welfare of the representative agent. The role of nominal assets
is shown to be of relative importance.  1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When the problem of fiscal responsibility emerges in an economy, the role of fiscal
and monetary policy instruments in relation to government budget deficits and debt
is enhanced. This paper addresses the effects of alternative intertemporal budget
policies based on fiscal and monetary instruments in an endogenous growth model
driven by adjustment costs in investment. There is government debt and deficit in
the model, and the comparative statics of fiscal and monetary policy on the long-term
intertemporal governmental budget constraint are fully assessed. In particular, the
author examines alternative policies regarding the long-term tax liability of the private
sector that guarantee intertemporal solvency and the potential capital levies induced
by nominal price effects.

One of the features of the model used in this paper is the introduction of adjustment
costs to new investment, of the type analyzed by Hayashi (1982), in the class of AK
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endogenous growth models as in Rebelo (1991). The introduction of adjustment costs
had been only outlined in Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992). Turnovsky (1996a,b) has
taken the task of fully solving for an equilibrium path, most importantly showing the
conditions under which an equilibrium exists. The current model builds on this litera-
ture by considering the problem of the intertemporal solvency of the government in
the presence of government debt when there are three policy instruments available:
capital income taxes, government spending, and the inflation tax. The marginal effects
of these policy instruments operate through the cost of capital, say a q channel. Money
is introduced directly in the utility function, as in Sidrausky (1967), under the usual
rationale that it provides liquidity services.1

Two core budget policies are considered here. One is inspired by the contents of
the Maastricht agreement of the European Community, in which countries joining
the European Monetary Union (EMU) should obey fiscal rules consistent with a
deficit to gross domestic product ratio of three percentage points or less, and ratios
of public debt to gross domestic product of 60 percentage points or less. Along the
balanced growth path in the current model, this policy implies a constant ratio of
lump sum taxes to output subject to intertemporal solvency. The other budget policy
is inspired by the United States Balanced Budget Amendment rule, such that the
budget deficit is eliminated. A specific policy is designed that balances the budget
deficit along the endogenous growth path. Among other things, a numerical simulation
allows evaluation of the welfare costs and benefits of the balanced budget policy and
its impact on the tax liabilities of the private sector. In general, welfare is inversely
related to the capital income tax, government spending, and the inflation tax, whereas
the tax liability is inversely related to the capital income tax and the inflation tax and
is positively related to government spending.

There are three main results that emerge from this analysis that are worth noting.
First, the introduction of money and inflation allows for examination of the role of
the price level and the rate of inflation on the real tax liabilities of the private sector
and on welfare, say the role of nominal assets in a fiscal policy framework. This effect
turns out to be important and nontrivial. By ignoring it, one may leave aside variations
in the tax liability of the private sector of the order of between 34 to 16.6 percentage
points and on the stock of welfare of the private agent between 11.7 and 21.9 percent-
age points. Moreover, the theoretical possibility of dynamic “scoring” is shown to
depend critically on the presence of nominal assets.2 As a result, in the constant ratio
of lump sum taxes to output policy, a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
dynamic scoring is that the consumer rate of time preference be strictly greater than
the rate of growth of money. Alternatively, in the balanced budget policy it is sufficient
and necessary that the inflation tax (price level) effect is present for dynamic scoring.

Second, introducing an arbitrary condition on the present discounted value of the
tax liability for long-term intertemporal balance and adjusting the policy instruments to
meet this condition imply welfare effects ranging from approximately a 2.1-percentage-
point welfare gain when the capital income tax is used and approximately a 13.0-
percentage-point welfare gain when the rate of growth of money is used versus approxi-
mately a 45-percentage-point welfare loss when government spending is used. Third,
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relative rankings of the alternative policies and policy instruments are shown. The
balanced budget policy is the one that consistently deteriorates the lump sum tax
liabilities of the private sector. Also, marginal cuts in government spending provide
welfare gains and reductions in the tax liability of the private sector that make it the
most attractive policy instrument, more so in the constant ratio of lump sum taxes to
output policy relative to the balanced budget policy.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the model and its solution
together with the conditions for existence of an equilibrium growth path; section 3 pre-
sents comparative static results along the growth path; section 4 introduces the analytics
of the intertemporal government budget constraint; section 5 introduces the alternative
policies regarding the lump sum tax liability of the private sector, the design of a bal-
anced budget policy, the long-term intertemporal balance issue, and a numerical assess-
ment of the comparative statics, and welfare costs of the alternative policies. Section
6 concludes the paper.

2. Macroeconomic structure and general equilibrium

The model is a decentralized, one-sector endogenous growth model with three
assets: physical capital, government bonds, and money. The building blocks are as
follows.

2.1. Households

The representative household solves the intertemporal problem in Eq. (1):

Max #
∞

0
U(c,m) (exp 2 dt)dt (1)

subject to the household budget constraint choosing {c, m, k, I, b} [Eq. (1a)],

c 1 ṁ 1 ḃ 1 F(I,k) 5 (l 2 tk)rkk 1 b(rb 2 p) 2 pm 2 T, (1a)

the capital accumulation rule [Eq. (1b)],

k̇ 5 I, (1b)

and given initial holdings [Eq. (1c)],

ko . 0, Mo . 0, Bo, (1c)

where m ; M/P is the stock of real money balances, b ; B/P is the stock of real
government bonds, P is the price level, c is private consumption, d > 0 is the consumer
subjective rate of time preference, I is real investment, k is the stock of physical capital
(assuming no rate of depreciation), rk is the real interest earned on physical capital
taxed at flat rate 0 < tk , 1, rb is the nominal interest on government bonds, p is the
rate of inflation, (rb 2 p) is the real interest earned on the stock of real government
bonds, and T is a government real lump sum tax.

The representative household solves a standard problem in Eq. (1). The domestic
household budget constraint is expressed in real flow terms and consists of after-tax
physical capital income, interest income on bonds (assumed not to be taxed) minus
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the inflation tax minus lump-sum taxes (right-hand-side), to be spent on gross consump-
tion or gross additions to the stock of physical capital, money balances, or government
bonds (left-hand-side).3

The functions U(. , .) and F(. , .) are assumed to take the following specific forms
[Eqs. (2a,b)]:

U(c,m) ; log c 1 g log m, g , 0, (2a)

and

F(I,k) ; I[1 1 (h/2)(I/k)], h > 0. (2b)

These are chosen for analytical tractability and are standard. Utility is unitary elastic
with g representing the degree of liquidity services provided by real money balances
in total utility. It will be useful to consider a polar case where g → 0 as a proxy for
no role of nominal assets.4 The investment function is quadratic and belongs to the
adjustment cost class of investment models as in Hayashi (1982), with h denoting the
sensitivity of the investment function to the quadratic cost.

An interior solution for Eq. (1) with functional forms as in Eq. (2) is obtained by
considering the set of first order conditions with l and q9 denoting the Lagrange
multipliers associated to the household budget constraint and the investment accumu-
lation equation, respectively. These are given by

c l 5 1, (3a)

l̇ 5 (d 1 p)l 2 (g/m), (3b)

l[(1 2 tk)rk 1 (h/2)(I/k)2] 5 2q̇9 1 q9d, (3c)

l[1 1 h(I/k)] 5 q9, (3d)

l(rb 2 p) 5 2l̇ 1 ld, (3e)

together with the transversality conditions [Eq. (3f)]

lim
t→∞

lm(exp 2 dt) 5 0, lim
t→∞

lb(exp 2 dt) 5 0, and lim
t→∞

q9k(exp 2 dt) 5 0. (3f)

Eqs. (3a and b) are marginal conditions for consumption and real money balances,
Eq. (3d) relates the marginal utility of consumption to the marginal cost of investing,
and Eqs. (3c and 3e) are arbitrage conditions equating rates of return across holdings
of assets and consumption.

2.2. Firms

The representative firm is assumed to operate with a linear technology implying
point-in-time constant returns to scale over a broad measure of capital, k. This is
given by f(k) 5 ak, for a constant a . 0. The argmax of the profit function f(k) 2
rkk implies that Eq. (4) holds:

f 9(k) 5 rk 5 a. (4)

2.3. Government behavior and goods market equilibrium

The government can finance its expenditure activities of non–utility-enhancing real
consumption, g, minus real lump sum taxes, T, plus real interest on outstanding debt,
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(rb 2 p)b, by issuing new money or government bonds, or by taxing capital income or
real money holdings. The flow government budget constraint in real terms is given by:

ṁ 1 ḃ 5 g 2 T 1 (rb 2 p)b 2 tkrkk 2 pm. (5a)

Government monetary policy is a simple constant rate of growth of money type
rule, which implies an evolution of the stock of real money balances given by Eq. (5b):

ṁ 5 (s 2 p)m, (5b)

where s ; Ṁ/M is the nominal monetary growth rate.
Government consumption expenditure is assumed to be proportional to output,

ak, with g(t) 5 g*ak for a constant g* > 0 chosen exogenously. The lump sum tax
policy is also assumed to be related to output, but with some flexibility in terms of
the exact proportion and its dependence on time. Hence, T(t) 5 T*(t)ak for T*(t),
free to be chosen exogenously by the government or endogenously to accommodate
for an equilibrium.

The household budget constraint in Eq. (1a) plus the government budget constraint
in Eq. (5a) give the goods market equilibrium denoted by

f(k) 5 ak 5 c 1 I[1 1 (h/2)(I/k)] 1 g. (6)

The wealth of the representative individual at any point in time is the sum of the
three assets: k 1 m 1 b.

1.4. The general equilibrium growth path

The first order condition for I in Eq. (3d) gives the essence of the q-growth model.
Defining q ; q9/l to be the relative price of capital to the (unitary) price of bonds,
one finds that

I/k 5 k̇/k 5 (q 2 1)/h ; hk, (7a)

which implies a growth path for the capital stock given by k(t) 5 ko[exp#
t

0
hk(s) ds],

for a ko . 0 given. Eq. (7a) is similar to the traditional Tobin (1969) equation describing
Tobin’s q.

The first-order conditions for consumption, Eq. (3a) and bonds and Eq. (3e) imply
that

ċ/c 5 2l̇/l 5 [(rb 2 p) 2 d] ; hc, (7b)

which implies time paths for the consumption and the marginal utility given by c(t) 5
c(0) [exp#

t

0
hc(s) ds], and l(t) 5 l(0)[exp#

t

0
2 hc(s) ds] for c(0) and l(0) to be determined

endogenously.
At this point, we conjecture that the equilibrium is one where q(t) is constant for

t . 0. In this case, because g and k and I and k grow proportionally, c and k must
grow proportionally to maintain the goods market equilibrium, because this is a closed
economy. Hence, it must be the case that the growth rates are equalized: hk 5 hc ; h.
This implies that

(q 2 1)/h 5 [(rb 2 p) 2 d]. (7c)
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Using the first-order conditions for c, k, and I, or Eqs. (3a, c, and d), respectively,
the maximum profit condition in Eq. (4), and Eq. (7c), one obtains a quadratic equation
for the conjectured constant q given by

q2 1 2hdq 2 [1 1 2ha(1 2 tk)] 5 0, (7d)

which has two real roots, one negative (ruled out), and another possibly greater than
one given by

qo 5 2hd 1 [1 1 h2 d2 1 2ha (1 2 tk)]1/2. (7e)

For this plausible root, dq̇/dq 5 d 1 qo/h . 0, which proves the conjecture that q(t)
is constant for t . 0. There are no transitional dynamics in the shadow price of capital
such that it takes the appropriate initial jump at t 5 0 to guarantee a stable equilibrium.
Throughout the analysis, we assume that qo is strictly greater than one, qo . 1, such
that it guarantees an equilibrium path with positive endogenous growth. This imposes
a restriction on the parameters of the model of the form a (1 2 tk) . d, which is
satisfied for a set of plausible parameter values.5

The endogenous initial level of consumption and marginal utility are then deter-
mined from the goods market equilibrium, Eq. (6), as

c(0) 5 ako {1 1 [(1 2 q2
o)/2ha] 2 g*} (8)

with l(0) 5 1/c(0).
The determination of real money balances is as follows. Using the first-order condi-

tions for m and c to substitute for the rate of inflation in the real money balances,
Eq. (5b) gives

ṁ 2 (s 1 h 1 d)m 5 2gc. (5b9)

Integrating Eq. (5b9), one obtains Eq. (5b″),

m(t) 5 [exp(s 1 h 1 d)t] {m(0) 1 [gc(0)/(s 1 d)]([exp 2 (s 1 d)t] 2 1)},

(5b″)
which, on application of the relevant transversality condition, implies

m(0) 5 [g/(s 1 d)] c(0). (9)

Hence, the solution for the initial stock of real money balances implies that it grows
at the same rate as consumption and the capital stock, h. Given an initial stock of
nominal money balances, the price level, P(0), jumps initially to guarantee an equilib-
rium growth path where all variables grow at the same rate with no transitional
dynamics for real money balances. The solution for the rate of inflation follows as

p 5 s 2 h, (10)

the nominal interest rate on government bonds is

rb 5 d 1 s, (11a)

and the real interest rate is from above,
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rb 2 p 5 d 1 h. (11b)

The discounted value of instantaneous welfare in Eq. (1), denoted by Z, is given by

Z 5 [(1 1 g)/d] log c(0) 1 [(1 1 g)/d2]h 1 (g/d) log [g/(s 1 d)], (12)

which represents a stock measure of welfare for the representative individual. The
welfare changes will be computed as marginal changes in this stock, given marginal
changes in the policy instruments.

The equilibrium growth path is then a solution for qo, h, c(0), m(0), p, rb, and Z,
given policy parameters tk, g*, and s, where k, c, and m grow at the same rate. This
is very much a classical monetary model with an endogenous growth path. The initial
endogenous jumps in the marginal utility of consumption and the price level guarantee
instantaneous equilibrium in the goods and money markets such that the economy
adjusts to its equilibrium path without transitional dynamics.

The effect of adjustment costs in the endogenous growth framework, the q-growth
effect, is shown by the following two expressions [Eqs. (13a&b):

]qo/]h 5 [hd2 1 (1 2 tk)a][1 1 h2d2 1 2h(1 2 tk)a]21/2 2 d (13a)

and

]h/]h 5 (1/h2){1 2 [1 1 h(1 2 tk)a]/(qo 1 hd)}. (13b)

The signs of both ]qo/]h and ]h/]h can be positive or negative. The sign of ]h/]h is
guaranteed to be negative if qo . {1 1 h[(1 2 tk)a 2 d]} . 1. Under this condition,
an increase in the slope of the marginal cost of investing an additional unit, ]h . 0,
has a negative impact on the growth rate of the economy.

3. Monetary and fiscal policy: Some preliminaries

The marginal effects of the policy instruments on the equilibrium growth path can
be computed from the equilibrium conditions in Eqs. (7–12), above. A marginal change
in the capital income tax rate gives Eqs. (14a&b):

]qo/]tk 5 2ha[1 1 h2d2 1 2ha(1 2 tk)]21/2 , 0 (14a)

and

]h/]tk 5 2a[1 1 h2d2 1 2ha(1 2 tk)]21/2 , 0. (14b)

The capital income tax rate has the well-known contractionary effect on the price of
capital and consequently on the growth rate of the economy. These imply that ]c(0)/
]tk . 0, because agents substitute investment for consumption. There is an associated
price level effect. The price level falls because given the constant path of nominal
money balances, the induced increase in the real money demand must be accommo-
dated to maintain the money market in equilibrium, hence ]m(0)/]tk . 0. The negative
growth effect increases the rate of inflation, ]p/]tk . 0, but the nominal return on
government bonds is unchanged, ]rb/]tk 5 0, such that its real return falls ](rb 2 p)/
]tk , 0. The welfare effect of the change in the capital income tax, ]Z/]tk, is ambiguous
because the consumption and growth effects in Eq. (12) go in opposite direction.6
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The effects of a marginal change in the share of government spending, g*, on the
price of capital and the growth rate are trivial as may be seen from Eqs. (7a and e),
]qo/]g* 5 ]h/]g* 5 0. Private consumption falls through the usual crowding out effect,
]c(0)/]g* , 0, and the price level increases given the fall in the demand for real money
balances, ]m(0)/]g* , 0. The effects on inflation and the nominal and consequently
real return on government bonds are trivial, ]p/]g* 5 ]rb/]g* 5 ](rb 2 p)/]g* 5 0,
whereas welfare is negatively related to g* given the crowding out mechanism, ]Z/
]g* , 0.

Finally, the effects of a marginal increase in the rate of growth of money on qo, h,
c(0), and (rb 2 p) are all null, ]qo/]s 5 ]h/]s 5 ]c(0)/]s 5 ](rb 2 p)/]s 5 0. This is
a classical monetary model in the tradition of Sidrausky (1967) in the sense that money
has the usual inflation tax role, the price level increases to equilibrate the money
market, ]m(0)/]s , 0, and the anticipated inflation effect implies that ]p/]s 5 1 .
0 and ]rb/]s 5 1 . 0. The welfare effect is negative because of the liquidity services
attribute of real balances, ]Z/]s , 0.

4. The intertemporal government budget constraint

Substituting all the equilibrium conditions on the intertemporal government budget
constraint in Eq. (5a), one obtains

ḃ 2 (d 1 h)b 5 akodo(exp ht) 2 akoT*(t)(exp ht), (15a)

where do ; {g* 2 tk 2 [sg/(s 1 d)][c(0)/ako]} is defined as the deficit net of interest
payments and transfers as a share of output, say some measure of the “primary”
deficit. Note that the effective discount rate on government debt is the real interest
rate, d 1 h. Integrating Eq. (15a) and applying the relevant transversality condition
implies the stock constraint

#
∞

0
T*(t)(exp 2 dt)dt 5 [b(0)/ako] 1 (do/d), (15b)

which, given b(0) 5 Bo/P(0) and do, imply that the path of the lump sum share, T*(t),
must be endogenous to satisfy this constraint.7 The stock of government debt at each
point in time is then given by Eq. (15c):

b(t) 5 [exp(d 1 h)t] {ako#
∞

t
T*(t)(exp 2 dt)dt 2 (akodo/d)}, (15c)

which implies that b(t) may grow at a rate that is different from h, depending ultimately
on the time path of lump sum taxes chosen by the policy maker.

From Eq. (15b), given that T(t) 5 T*(t)ak, define

V(T) ; #
∞

0
T(t)[exp 2(h 1 d)t]dt 5 b(0) 1 (akodo/d), (15b9)

where V(T) is the present discounted value of real lump sum taxes required to satisfy
the intertemporal government budget constraint. This quantity can be thought of as
a measure of the tax liability of the private sector necessary to balance the intertemporal
government budget constraint for a given b(0) . 0 and do . 0.8
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Fig. 1. Time path of government debt.

5. Alternative tax, debt, and deficit policies

5.1. A constant T* policy

The first policy choice for the path of lump sum taxes in Eq. (15b9) is to assume
that T* is constant. This budget policy is consistent with the Maastricht agreement
of the European Community: the lump sum tax rule implies a constant deficit-to-
output ratio and a constant public-debt-to-output ratio. In this case, b(t) grows at the
constant rate, h (see, e.g., Fig. 1), along with k, c, and m, and the present discounted
value of real lump sum taxes, or the tax liability, is given by Eq. (15b9) itself, or Eq.
(15b″):

V(T)|T*constant 5 b(0) 1 (akodo/d). (15b″)

Marginal changes in monetary and fiscal policy will have various effects on the tax
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bases, on the real value of the initial stock of government debt, and on the growth
rate that will ultimately affect the tax liability of the private sector. These effects can
be generally interpreted as equivalent to the determination of the slope of the monetary
Laffer curve in a general equilibrium approach.

For example, the marginal effect of a change in the capital income tax rate is
given by

]V(T)
]tk|T*constant

5 2(ako/d){1 1 (d 2 s)[qog/ha(s 1 d)](]qo/]tk)}. (16a)

Eq. (16a) is seen to depend on the effect of the capital income tax on the cost of
capital, ]qo/]tk , 0, say the q-channel, and more importantly on the sign of (d 2 s),
the discrepancy between the rate of time preference and the rate of growth of money.
If (d 2 s) < 0, then ]V(T)/]tk|T*constant , 0 unambiguously, and there is an increase in
the long-term liability of the household if capital income taxes are cut. If (d 2 s) . 0,
then the sign of ]V(T)/]tk|T*constant is ambiguous. It is possible in this case that ]V(T)/
]tk|T*constant . 0 and a decrease in capital income taxes could in fact reduce the long-
term liability of the household, some sort of dynamic “scoring” result, see, for example,
Bruce and Turnovsky (1995). This result derives from the possibility of the inflation
tax and the induced increase in the price level effect to dominate, because the sign of
(d 2 s) balances these effects against the pressure of lower capital income taxes on
the intertemporal imbalance. Thus the presence of nominal assets is critical for the
possibility of dynamic scoring. The analogy of Laffer-style effects in this case is clear.
A decrease in the tax rate on capital increases the price level leading to two opposing
effects: (i) a raise in the price level leads real money balances to decrease, thus
decreasing the revenues from money creation; (ii) the higher price level decreases
the real value of initial debt, say a capital levy. Roughly, if (ii) dominates (i), we
obtain dynamic scoring.

A marginal change in the share of government spending in total output is given by

]V(T)
]g*|T*constant

5 1ako

d 251 2 (d 2 s)3 g

(s 1 d)46. (16b)

Also, Eq. (16b) is seen to depend critically on the sign of (d 2 s). If (d 2 s) < 0,
then ]V(T)/]g*|T*constant . 0 unambiguously, and there is an increase in the long-term
liability of the household if the government spending share increases. If (d 2 s) . 0,
then the sign of ]V(T)/]g*|T*constant is ambiguous. It is possible in this case that ]V(T)/
]g*|T*constant , 0 and an increase in the government spending share could reduce the
long-term liability of the household. Again, the inflation tax and price level effects
may dominate, because the sign of (d 2 s) balances these against the pressure of
higher spending on the intertemporal imbalance.

A marginal change in the rate of growth of money implies Eq. (16c):

]V(T)
]s|T*constant

5 22gc(0)/(s 1 d)2 , 0, (16c)

which is unambiguously negative. A reduction in the inflation tax implies an unambigu-
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ous increase in the long-term tax liability of the household; there is no scope for any
dynamic interaction that will revert the loss of inflation tax revenues.

In these three cases, it is important to note that the price level effect is quite critical.
In the polar case when g → 0, say money and nominal prices play no role, ]V(T)/
]tk|T*constant 5 2]V(T)/]g*|T*constant are unambiguously negative and positive, respectively,
and ]V(T)/]s|T*constant 5 0 because the inflation tax role disappears. The possibility of
dynamic scoring either with capital income taxes or with government spending is ruled
out because the inflation tax and the nominal price channel of a revaluation of
government assets is not present anymore. Thus, in this framework, the possibility of
these scoring interactions depends critically on the nominal effects brought about by
the presence of nominal assets.

5.2. A balanced budget policy

In the endogenous q-growth model with government debt presented here, the stock
of government debt grows along the balanced growth path, with its particular rate of
growth depending on the specific policy chosen regarding the path of lump sum
taxes. This implies that there is an ongoing budget deficit in the economy along the
endogenous growth path, even though at the infinite horizon, intertemporal solvency
is guaranteed. However, the United States Balanced Budget Amendment rule asks
for a policy of zero budget deficit. In this section, a policy that eliminates the budget
deficit along the endogenous growth path is considered.

Fig. 1 illustrates the main objective of the balanced budget policy. For example,
the time path of government debt grows at the constant rate, h, in the constant T*
policy, from an initial level of debt, b(0). Suppose at time t 5 0, the policy maker
implements a policy of a balanced budget deficit, with the stock remaining constant
at b(0). A feasible policy must raise the resources to cover the shaded area in Fig. 1
and must satisfy the intertemporal solvency condition simultaneously. Formally, this
policy must be consistent with

ḃ(t) 5 0 with b(t) 5 b(0) ∀t > 0. (17a)

The unique policy that attains this objective is the following:

(i) choose one of the policy instruments, {tk, g*, s}, to set do(tk, g*, s) ; 0;

(ii) set T*(t) 5 T*o (exp 2 ht);

(iii) set To 5 (h 1 d) b(0) ∀t > 0. (17b)

Part (i) eliminates the “primary” deficit by choice of one of the three policy instruments,
whereas the other two instruments remain free. Part (ii) implies that T*(t) declines
monotonically at the rate h, whereas part (iii) gives the constant initial lump sum tax
consistent with intertemporal solvency. This guarantees that the implied budget deficit,
Eq. (17c), holds:

ḃ(t) 5 {akoT*o (h 2 h)[exp(h 2 h)t]/(d 1 h)} 1 [akodoh(exp ht)/d] 5 0
∀t > 0. (17c)
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The present discounted value of real lump sum taxes on implementation of this
balanced budget (BB) policy by Eqs. (15b9) and (17b) is given by

V(T)|BB 5 b(0), (17d)

which is just the initial outstanding real debt.
We can compute the marginal effect of changing the alternative policy instruments

to balance the primary deficit in the neighborhood of the equilibrium set out by the
policy in Eq. (17b). Hence, a marginal change in the capital income tax to balance
the primary deficit to implement this policy has an effect on the present discounted
value of lump sum taxes in Eq. (17d) given by

]V(T)/]tk|BB 5 2(]qo/]tk)3 qokog

(s 1 d)h4 . 0. (17e)

Again, this is seen to depend on the effect of the capital income tax on the cost of
capital, ]qo/]tk , 0, say the q-channel. Note that ]V(T)/]tk|BB . 0 and a decrease
(increase) in capital income taxes to implement the balanced budget policy would in
fact reduce (increase) the long-term liability of the household. There is scope for
dynamic scoring because of the inflation tax (price level) effect on the level of initial
debt. Note that this is an effect in the neighborhood of the balanced budget policy
such that the only effect that counts is the change in real debt given by the change
in the price level triggered by the change in the capital income tax.

The marginal effect of a change in the share of government spending in total output
to implement the balanced budget policy is given by

]V(T)/]g*|BB 5 2gako/(s 1 d) , 0, (17f)

which is unambiguously negative. There is a decrease (increase) in the long-term
liability of the household if the government spending share increases (decreases) to
implement the balanced budget policy.

A marginal change in the rate of growth of money in this case implies that

]V(T)/]s|BB 5 2gc(0)/(s 1 d)2 , 0. (17g)

When s is set to implement the balanced budget policy, an inverse effect in the long-
term liability of the household obtains. This is the direct effect of the inflation tax
and price level on the initial stock of government debt.

The price level effect is again of critical importance. In the polar case when g → 0,
say nominal assets play no role, there will be no effect on the present value of the
tax liability, thus no possibility of dynamic scoring. The inflation tax (price level effect)
is the only channel, and g → 0 renders it null. Note, however, that the comparative
statics in Eqs. (17e, f, and g) are all in the neighborhood of the balanced budget
equilibrium, and thus are relative to this specific balanced budget policy. We use
numerical simulations below to examine a full comparison across the two policies.

5.3. The long-term intertemporal balance

The stock constraint in Eq. (15b9) and the policies studied in Eqs. (15b″)–(17a)
highlight one issue that is important. The intertemporal solvency of the government
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is shown to depend on the present discounted value of the tax liability. One measure
of long-term intertemporal balance for the government is to allow one of the policy
instruments to adjust endogenously and satisfy the constraint that V(T) be less than
or equal to zero: V(T) < 0.9

In the constant T* case of Eq. (15b″), the long-term intertemporal balance constraint
translates into the condition

b(0) 1 1akodo

d 2 < 0, (18a)

and one of the three policy instruments, {tk, g*, s}, is chosen endogenously to satisfy
Eq. (18a). However, in the balanced budget policy, BB, the problem is somewhat
more subtle. In part (iii) of Eq. (17b), the lump sum tax is imposed and paid at the
instant of implementation, at t 5 0. Hence V(T)|BB < 0 if and only if b(0) < 0,
that is, the government cannot start with an initial debt independently of the policy
instruments {tk, g*, s}. In the constant T* case, one of the government parameters
can be chosen endogenously to satisfy the constraint Eq. (18a). Any of {tk, g*, s} are
going to be chosen, obviously to satisfy Eq. (18a) with equality, giving any choice of

tk 5 1db(0)
ako

2 1 g*31 1 1 ds

s 1 d24 2 1 ds

s 1 d251 1 3(1 2 qo
2)

2ha 46, (18b)

g* 5
tk(s 1 d)

(s 1 d 1 sd)
1 3 sd

(s 1 d 1 sd)451 1 3(1 2 qo
2)

2ha 46 2
db(0)(s 1 d)

ako(s 1 d 1 sd)
,

(18c)

or

s 5
d{db(0) 1 ako(g* 2 tk)}

{gc(0) 2 [db(0) 1 ako(g* 2 tk)]}
, (18d)

and the numerical simulations below can be used to assess the welfare effects of
satisfying the constraints of Eqs. (18b–d).

5.4. Numerical simulations

To assess the impact of the alternative policies on the liabilities of the private sector
that guarantee intertemporal solvency and to examine the welfare effects of the
alternative policies, we resort to a simple numerical simulation of the model. The
benchmark set of parameter values is given in the bottom of Table 1 and is a plausible
one where there is positive endogenous growth. It implies an equilibrium 2% endoge-
nous growth path, the consumption share is approximately 53%, the velocity of circula-
tion is approximately 6, the initial stock of government debt is 50% of output, the
initial primary surplus is 5.7% of output (as is roughly the current United States
case), inflation is 2.125%, and the real return on government bonds is 6%. This
parameterization implies lump sum tax credits of the order of 92% of output to
guarantee long-term intertemporal solvency.10

Table 1 summarizes the effects of the alternative intertemporal budget policies and
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Table 1
Tax liabilities and the welfare cost of budget policies

Percent changes

V(T)a V(T) Z X|LC

Constant T* policy
Benchmark setb 0 — 0 —

]tk|T*constant , 0, tk 5 0.25 133.6 — 2.3 —
]g*|T*constant , 0, g* 5 0.20 2132.7 — 55.1 —
]s|T*constant , 0, s 5 0.04 1.1 — 0.2 —

Balanced budget policy
Benchmark setb 154.5 0c — —

]tk|BB,do;0 , 0 150.1 28.0c 2.3 2.1d

]g*|BB,do;0 . 0 148.7 210.6c 268.3 245.1d

]s|BB,do;0 , 0 627.9 869.4c 39.9 13.0d

a First column is percent change from benchmark of constant T* policy; welfare is percent change
from benchmark of constant T* policy.

b Benchmark set of parameter values: h 5 10.0; d 5 0.04; a 5 0.1; tk 5 0.30; g* 5 0.25; g 5 0.025;
s 5 0.04125; ko 5 10.0; Mo 5 0.16; Bo 5 0.5; which imply ako 5 1.

c Percent change from benchmark of balanced budget policy.
d Endogenous choices of {]tk , 0, ]g* . 0, ]s , 0} to satisfy Eqs. (18b–d) for the constant T* policy;

indicate percent change from benchmark of constant T* policy.

the effects of arbitrary marginal cuts in each of the policy instruments, {tk, g*, s}. The
columns in Table 1 are organized with the first column for V(T) denoting comparisons
to the benchmark of constant T* policy and the second column denoting comparisons
to the benchmark of balanced budget (BB) policy. The third and fourth columns are
welfare, Z, and welfare in the case where the long-term constraint shown in Eq. (18a)
binds, Z|LC, for the constant T* policy. These welfare changes denote changes in the
stocks evaluated by Eq. (12). Thus the first part of the first column and the first part
of the second column represent the comparative statics expressed in Eq. (16 and 17),
respectively, whereas the other parts represent the comparisons across regimes.

The first general comment regards dynamic scoring. With this set of plausible
parameter values, dynamic scoring does occur with the implemented balanced budget
policy, but not with the constant T* policy. In the constant T* policy, one would need
necessarily a much larger rate of time preference relative to the rate of growth of
money for dynamic scoring induced by the inflation tax and price level effects to
occur in this setting.

The effects of government spending cuts give the highest welfare gain, 55.1% in
the constant T* case, and the highest welfare loss, (2)68.3%, when the spending is
endogenously increased to balance the budget. The tax liability of the private sector
decreases by 132.7% in the constant T* policy and increases by 148.7% in the balanced
budget policy relative to the benchmark of constant T* policy (when the spending is
endogenously increased to balance the budget).

A cut in the capital income tax yields a modest welfare gain, approximately 2.3%,
with the largest increase in the lump sum tax liability of 133.6%. The balanced budget
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policy is also achieved with an endogenous decrease in the capital income tax. The
present value of taxes of the private sector increases up to 150.1% when compared
with the constant T* policy, but welfare increases by 2.3%.

The deflationary policy involves very small to significant welfare gains when com-
pared with the other two policy instruments, however, the effect on the tax liability
is more interesting. The tax liability of the private sector increases by 1.1% in the
constant T* policy relative to benchmark, but when the inflation tax is chosen endoge-
nously to balance the budget, it involves turning it into a subsidy that gives the largest
increase in the tax liability.

This table sheds light on the trade-off between the level of long-term tax liability
versus the welfare of the private agent. The best policy to pursue may depend on the
relative weights the policy maker attaches to these different objectives. If all the
weight is attached to decreasing the tax liability of the private sector with no weight
attached to the welfare of the private agent, there are some choices: (1) increasing
the capital income tax or the inflation tax with a constant T* policy or a balanced
budget policy with any of the instruments achieves the objective or (2) decreasing
government spending. Alternatively, if no weight is attached to the long-term tax
liability and all the weight is attached to welfare, the cut in government spending
gives the largest welfare gains in both policy regimes seconded by the deflationary
policy with the balanced budget and followed by the cut in the capital income tax
in the constant T* policy. However, the instrument that achieves both objectives
simultaneously is government spending, therefore superior to the other two in this
dimension.

The welfare cost or benefit of satisfying the long-term constraint of Eq. (18a), or
V(t) 5 0 in the constant T* policy, is given by the quantity Z|LC in the last column of
Table 1. These values are percent changes from the benchmark of constant T* policy
and indicate the specific instrument used to satisfy the constraint of Eq. (18a), as in
Eqs. (18b–d). Hence if the capital income tax is lowered endogenously to satisfy the
long-term constraint, the gain in welfare is almost the same relative to the endogenous
capital income tax necessary to balance the budget: 2.1% in the former and 2.3% in
the latter. When the inflation tax is used, the welfare effect is smaller, and when
government spending is increased, the loss in welfare is also smaller. Thus both the
balanced budget policy along the balanced growth path and the constant T* policy
that satisfies the long-term constraint of Eq. (18a) give a welfare loss only if they are
achieved by an endogenous government spending increase.

The price level effect is gauged in Table 2. These are percentage-point deviations
from the values in Table 1 when g → 0. In general, the absence of nominal price
flexibility increases the tax liability of the private sector and welfare in the constant
T* and balanced budget policies. In the balanced budget policy without nominal price
flexibility, welfare changes less with the endogenous decrease in the capital income
tax rate and with the endogenous higher government spending. This is because in the
balanced budget policy, the requirement that the primary deficit be zero involves
smaller variations in the capital income tax or government spending in the absence
of the inflation tax and price level effects. As a result, welfare varies less in both
cases.
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Table 2
The nominal price effect, g → 0a

V(T) V(T) Z X|LC

Constant T* policy
Benchmark set — — — —

]tk|T*constant , 0, tk 5 0.25 33.1 — 0.5 —
]g*|T*constant , 0, g* 5 0.20 34.0 — 11.7 —

Balanced budget policy
Benchmark set — — — —

]tk|BB,do;0 , 0 16.6 0 0.5 0.2
]g*|BB,do;0 . 0 18.0 0 5.2 21.9

a Percentage points from Table 1.

The role of nominal assets is seen to be important for both the tax liability and
welfare. The range of variability is between an increment of 33.1% in the value of
the tax liability for the cut in the capital income tax in the constant T* policy to an
additional 34.0% in the value of the tax liability for the cut in government spending.
For welfare with the additional long-term constraint, it ranges from a gain of 0.2%
to a loss of (2)1.9% in the balanced budget policy with capital income tax and
government spending, respectively. In the case of the balanced budget policy, the
present value becomes the initial real outstanding debt such that the absence of
nominal price flexibility makes no difference (the second column) and the possibility
of dynamic scoring disappears.

In general from Tables 1 and 2, the balanced budget policy is the one that consistently
deteriorates the lump sum tax liabilities because the initial situation is one of primary
surplus and lump sum tax credit. There would be a modest welfare loss if the capital
income tax had to be endogenously raised to balance the primary deficit or to satisfy
the long-term constraint, and the alternative welfare gain would be larger with an
endogenous cut in government spending.

To summarize, changes in government spending provide variations in welfare and
in the tax liability of the private sector that make it the most attractive policy instru-
ment, more so in the constant T* policy relative to the balanced budget policy. The
endogenous cut in the capital income tax necessary to implement the balanced budget
policy or to satisfy the long-term constraint gives modest welfare gains. The more
dramatic increase in the long-term tax liability of the private sector is given by the
endogenous balanced budget deflationary policy, but the welfare gain is mild.

6. Conclusions

The role of intertemporal budget policies in guaranteeing intertemporal government
budget solvency has been assessed in an endogenous growth model with nominal
assets where growth is driven by a Tobin (1969) q-type effect. The main results of
the paper regard: (1) the relative rankings of the alternative policies and policy
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instruments in terms of the tax liabilities of the private sector necessary to guarantee
intertemporal solvency and in terms of the welfare of the representative agent, and
(2) the role of nominal assets.

In particular, both the balanced budget policy along the balanced growth path or
the policy that satisfies a long-term balance budget constraint are welfare enhancing
if they are achieved by an endogenous capital income tax cut or by a deflationary
policy; in the case of a raise in government spending, they have a large welfare cost.
However, the balanced budget policy is the one that consistently deteriorates the
lump sum tax liabilities when compared with the constant T* policy, because the
initial position is of tax credit. Increases in non–utility-enhancing government spending
provide welfare losses and increases in the tax liability of the private sector that make
it the less attractive policy instrument. Although dynamic scoring occurs in the balanced
budget policy, in the constant T* policy, one would need a significantly larger rate
of time preference relative to the rate of growth of money for dynamic scoring induced
by the inflation tax and price level effects to occur in this setting. The role of nominal
assets is seen to be of critical importance for dynamic scoring, and nominal price
flexibility accounts for a range of variation in the tax liability and welfare of up to
34 and 11.7 percentage points, respectively.

An extension of this framework for an open economy may prove fruitful because
growth rates within the nation may diverge and government policy may have current
account effects.
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Notes

1. The related papers in this strand of the literature that introduce money are,
among others, De Gregorio (1993), Jones and Manuelli (1995), Palivos and Yip
(1995), and Pecorino (1995).

2. Dynamic scoring is meant as interactions of growth rates and tax bases such
that lower tax rates or higher government spending may lead ultimately to
lower long-term tax liabilities of the private sector. The paper by Bruce and
Turnovsky (1999) shows this dynamic scoring possibility to depend critically on
the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) in the one-sector endogenous
growth model, whereas Bianconi (1996) extends their framework to a multisec-
tor endogenous growth model and shows that this effect is independent of the
EIS in the multisector model. For analytical tractability, the results here are
obtained for the case of unitary EIS [see, e.g., Beaudry & Van Wincoop (1996)
for evidence in favor of the unitary EIS]. Hence, in this paper, dynamic scoring
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possibilities are shown to depend more critically on the presence of nominal
assets, given the unitary EIS.

3. Because the government debt valuation is separated from the solution of the
real and nominal allocations in Eq. (1), a change in a tax rate on the return of
government bonds does not change its after-tax rate of return, thus we do not
consider a tax rate on the return on government bonds here.

4. Formally, this would imply m → 0 or that the price level approaches infinity.
The marginal implications for the equilibrium are in fact equivalent to a real
model without nominal assets, when variables are properly transformed.

5. Whether there are nominal assets in the model is irrelevant for the existence
of a q-growth path, say a model without money has the exact same real side
determined by Eqs. (7a–e), see, for example, Turnovsky (1996a,b).

6. In the simulations below, the growth rate effect always dominates and ]Z/]tk , 0.
7. The qualitative marginal effects of the policy instruments {tk, g*, s} on b(0) 5

Bo/P(0) are identical to the effects on m(0) 5 Mo/P(0) given in section 2, above.
8. Authors such as Auerbach (1994) and Bruce and Turnovsky (1995) use some

variants of this measure to evaluate the intertemporal solvency of the govern-
ment; see also Bianconi (1996).

9. The condition V(T) 5 0 has been used by Bruce and Turnovsky (1995) as a
measure of long-term intertemporal balance for the government; see also Bian-
coni (1996).

10. See, for example, Beaudry and Guay (1996) for an estimation of the parameter
h in this model. Their estimates range from 8 to 17. I have calibrated the value
of h 5 10 in my model to obtain a steady growth rate of 2%.
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